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INTRODUCTION

Scope
Key findings

POST-PANDEMIC BLEISURE

With business travel reduced, working consumers seek out options
Bleisure - what is it now, what are the opportunities?
A spectrum of emerging options for bleisure seekers, defined
New digital tools revolutionise the workplace, and events
Sweeping changes to company working policies since 2020
Shiseido funds overseas workcations as a benefit for employees in Hong Kong
What does all this mean for destinations?
Bleisure seekers are high-value spenders, experience-driven and digitally savvy
Selina expands rapidly on the promise of experience-driven bleisure
Measuring the size of the opportunity

BUSINESS MODEL REIMAGINATION

Business models adapt to a new category of travel
Hotels turn empty rooms into flexible office packages
Hotels adjust foodservice priorities to attract bleisure travellers
Short-term rentals target remote workers
Airbnb helps destinations become remote working hubs
Corporate retreats drive growth for group bleisure travel
TUI connects bleisure travel with wellness

BUILDING BLEISURE-FRIENDLY DESTINATIONS

Travellers stay local as global tourism recovers from pandemic
Collaboration critical between industry and government
Busan, South Korea brands itself the "Best Bleisure City"
B leisure travellers are an opportunity for local bars and restaurants in-destination
Airlines will need to factor in bleisure travellers as they reconfigure their operations
Airlines will need to factor in bleisure travellers as they reconfigure their operations
airasia super-app combines all bleisure travellers’ needs in one super-app
Travel suppliers need to meet the demands of the “ bleisure family”

THE ROLE OF BOOKING PLATFORMS

Competition sharpens the focus on smart booking platforms and super-apps
Travelin.ai a corporate booking platform accommodating bleisure
Digital as the vehicle for growth and engagement of bleisure  travellers
Seamless booking process is essential
Lufthansa and TripActions - tapping into the managed travel for SMEs
Mobile check-in and customer service most sought-after attributes for business travellers
Evolving business models help support bleisure service offerings
Growing domestic travel must be a key focus for booking platforms
Western Europe - ahead of the curve for MICE travel
Mytaverse : Changing business travel interactions with brands and destinations
Financial players join forces with travel operators which can appeal to bleisure consumers
Revolut - disrupting the disruptors in travel
Sustainability - pivoting towards new consumer needs

A NEW WAY TO TRAVEL

Key drivers form a foundation for future growth
Total global bleisure spend expected to more than double by 2027
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Bleisure is a new normal in travel

About Euromonitor International

Euromonitor International is an independent market intelligence provider. Data, insight and analysis stem from in-the-field research
spanning 210 national markets.

Content ranges from the in-depth and country-specific, to key strategic themes with a global range and significance. Products cover
a comprehensive range of insights and market data, but can be broadly categorised as:

Strategy Briefings: Global or regional in scope, and focussing on the most important themes shaping consumer demand, the
key markets, competitive environment and future outlook across a range of industries.
Company Profiles: Analysis dedicated to the world’s most significant companies, with detailed insight into their activities, focus
of operations, their competitors, their geographic presence and performance.
Country Reports: For an in-depth understanding of specific countries, whether by industry, economic metrics or consumer
trends and lifestyles. These reports cover current trends, consumer demand, market potential and future prospects, with
country-specific local insight and comprehensive data, unavailable elsewhere.

For more information on this report, further enquiries can be directed via this link www.euromonitor.com/bleisure-and-the-future-of-work-and-
travel/report.


